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TÜV / DEKRA acceptance test

Independent expert advice & large selection
We are specialists for mobile cranes and independent of
manufacturers. Accordingly, we can advise you objectively
and professionally. Describe your requirements to us. We offer
used cranes from various manufacturers and show you their
advantages and disadvantages. You decide.
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After the used crane has been overhauled, adjusted and
successfully tested by us, the inspection and acceptance
of the crane vehicle is carried out by an independent TÜV
or DEKRA expert or a crane expert authorised by the trade
association (UVV).
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Delivery & Training Crane Driver

Incoming inspection & test report
The used crane delivered to us is subjected to an incoming
inspection in our specialist workshop, which covers more than

Within the scope of delivery of the used crane to the customer,
any special requests will be realised. For example, the used

crane and any necessary repairs to be reliably assessed.

crane is specially prepared for use in cold or hot regions or
special spare parts packages are put together. The new crane
operator also receives technical instruction. This can take place

Overhaul

on site or at the customer and usually takes 1 to 2 working
days.

130 inspection points. The result of the incoming inspection is
recorded in a test report. This allows the condition of a used
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On the basis of the test report, a decision is made as to which
investments are to be made in the used crane. Qualified
specialist personnel eliminate any existing defects or carry
out maintenance work. A detailed report is prepared on the
scope of the overhaul and maintenance work as well as any
spare parts used.
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Our specialist workshop also has the possibility of professionally
painting a used crane. After thorough cleaning, the crane is
prepared for painting. Basically, we apply a filling primer and
seal all sheet metal and body parts with an approx. 1-2 mm
thick underbody or stone chip protective layer. Afterwards
we paint 2x with top coat in passenger car brand quality, on
request in your company colour and with your lettering or
logos.
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We guarantee customer service for all crane vehicles supplied
by us on your construction sites at home and abroad. Qualified
fitters with special tools for inspection, maintenance and repair
are at your disposal wherever you need us. Our authorised
workshops are also available to assist you.

Repainting

Inspection & Test
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Customer service, worldwide
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Spare parts supply, worldwide
We supply spare parts for the crane purchased from us,
regardless of make or year of manufacture, worldwide. Due
to our specialization we can name the necessary parts to you
and usually also procure at short notice as well as coordinate
the supply abroad if necessary. On request, we can also put
together a spare parts package for you. This guarantees the
operational readiness of your used crane even in the remotest
areas of the world.
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After overhauling or maintenance and, if necessary, painting,

Transport & Shipping

the used crane is tested in practical operation on our test site
and prepared for subsequent acceptance by the expert. We
specifically test the brakes and the load torque limitation under
load and run through all setup states and boom configurations
of the crane. This ensures that the software works troublefree, that all sensors function properly and that the hydraulic

We will take care of the entire transport process for you or
the export/import of your used crane, from obtaining the
necessary travel permits from us to the seaport, to obtaining
the necessary documents for customs and shipping to the
request for quotations for shipping to the destination of your

lines are tight.

choice.

